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DIELECTRICS.
[ART. 493
491.    If the magnetism is wholly induced we have B = y and & = i, (Art. 471).    We then have
47rM = /jjLHcosidS ..................... (4).
We infer that in a dielectric of specific capacity K the outward flux across a closed surface S of K times the normal force is equal to 4*7r times the repelling mass inside. This is also called the outward induction across the surface 8.
492.    Let us apply the modified form (4) of Gauss' theorem to a Cartesian element of volume of a dielectric.    The value of the right-hand side of (4) for the two faces perpendicular to oc is (as explained in article 108) d(KX)dydz.    Treating the other faces in the same way and writing M=pdxdyd^ we find
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If we use the potential V, this becomes
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where p is the density of any real repelling matter which may occupy the space S independently of the Poisson volume density p due to the presence of the heterogeneous dielectric.
If we write Z=/c£T, (Art. 471), the equation (/3) takes the form
Applying this also to a Cartesian element we have
,     d /T dV\      d ( , dV \      d /, dV
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where pf is the density of Poisson's solid distribution. The equation (a) becomes in the same way
Since /ir=l4-4?r7f, any one of these three equations follows from the other two.
493. To deduce the condition at the common boundary of two dielectrics from the modified Gausa equation (4).
Let a thin stratum of repelling matter of surface density m separate two dielectric media of capacities K, K' • see Art. 470. We follow the same reasoning as in Art. 1-17, but writing AT, AT, KZ for X, Y, Z. If we take x normal to the separating surface wo then have
In the limit this becomes
K'X' - KX = -L

